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Abstract: With the proliferation of IoT sensors and devices, storing collected data in the cloud has
become common. A wide variety of data with different purposes and forms are not directly stored in
the cloud but are sent to the cloud via edge servers. At the edge server, applications are running in
containers and virtual machines to collect data. However, the current deployment and movement
mechanisms for containers and virtual machines do not consider any conventions or regulations
for the applications and the data it contains. Therefore, it is easy to deploy and migrate containers
and virtual machines. However, the problem arises when it is deployed or migrated, which may
violate the licensing terms of the contained applications, the rules of the organization, or the laws and
regulations of the concerned country. We have already proposed a data-audit control mechanism for
the migration of virtual machines. The proposed mechanism successfully controls the unintentional
and malicious migration of virtual machines. We expect similar problems with containers to occur as
the number of edge servers increases. Therefore, we propose a policy-based data-audit control system
for container migration. The proposed system was verified in the implemented edge computing
environment and the results showed that adding the proposed data-audit control mechanism had a
minimal impact on migration time and that the system was practical enough. In the future, we intend
to conduct verification not in a very compact and short-range environment such as this one but on an
existing wide-area network.

Keywords: container; edge computing; migration; data-audit; policy

1. Introduction

In recent years, hardware performance and power savings have improved significantly.
It is now possible to execute complex calculations in small-size computers without the need
for large computers and large amounts of power as in the past. In addition, sensors and
devices that work in conjunction with these small-size computers have become remarkably
popular. A wide variety of sensors and devices with different purposes and forms are
available in the market, including sensors for measuring environmental conditions and
wearable devices for measuring personal health conditions. As the miniaturization and
performance of the computer has progressed, it has become common for multiple appli-
cations to be processed together in a single small-size computer. Furthermore, wrapping
these applications in a virtual environment increases their versatility.

On an Internet of Things (IoT) application, data from sensors and devices are collected
and stored data in the cloud via edge servers [1–3]. These edge servers handle a large
volume of data including data containing personal information. The pre-processing at
the edge server is performed before storing the data in the cloud, which reduces the
volume of data and converts the data into data that will not be associated with individuals.
Pre-processing is indispensable for handling large amounts of data at high speed. Pre-
processing is performed at the edge server, as an IoT application service, that covers a wide
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area and located near the IoT sensors/devices. Conducting experiments with thousands of
sensors and/or devices can only be realized using virtual machines or containers in a virtual
environment. Furthermore, migration of virtual machines or containers is essential for the
efficient operation of virtual environments in edge computing environments (Figure 1).

Virtual machine and container migration has become an indispensable technology.
However, the problem is that migration is simplified and can be easily performed by
anyone who has the permissions. We have already proposed a data-audit mechanism for
migrating virtual machines into the cloud. Virtual machine migration involves physically
migrating a virtual machine running to another host machine without stopping it and
is already supported by significant hypervisors such as KVM [4] and XEN [5]. Virtual
machine migration execution is based only on the permissions and whether the migration is
physically possible and does not consider the application and data regulations contained in
the virtual machines. The problem arises when unintentional migration of virtual machines
to the wrong destinations or the malicious migration of virtual machines. This can lead
to violations of company rules and national laws. This is a severe problem. So, a control
mechanism is needed to determine whether a virtual machine can be migrated, considering
not only the permissions and physical possibility, but also the data that the virtual machine
contains. This problem is the same for containers, meaning immediate countermeasures
are needed.

Therefore, we will solve this problem by extending the control mechanism for virtual
machine migration and apply it to containers. The container has virtual environments for
each application. The container technology has improved dramatically over the past few
years and is used not only in the field but is also the subject of much research and has
attracted much attention. Here, we proposed a control mechanism of container migration
and add the edge server attributes in data-auditing policy. Furthermore, we implement and
demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed data-auditing mechanism as well as its verifica-
tion on a virtual environment testbed in which the proposed mechanism was implemented.

The novelty of this proposal is that it focuses on the applications and data contained in
containers, which have yet to be focused on, to prevent accidental or malicious migrations.
Without human intervention, this proposal will ensure a certain level of security in orches-
tration environments, such as container system automation. This will further contribute to
ensuring the security of container-based edge environments.

Edge Server Edge Server Edge Server Edge Server Edge Server Edge Server

Container ContainerContainer Container Container

Cloud

Region Region Region

Sensors Sensors Sensors Sensors Sensors Sensors

Migration

Figure 1. Container migration experiment in edge computing environment.

2. Related Works
2.1. Container Technology

Containers running through a container engine share the kernel of the host OS, isolat-
ing resources such as CPU and memory and creating a virtual space. In hypervisor-type
virtualization, such as virtual machines, an OS must be installed separately in the virtual
machine from the OS installed on the physical server, so when the virtual machine is started,
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the OS must be started in the same manner as the physical server. In contrast, containers
can run applications by sharing the kernel of the host OS, eliminating the need to start up a
conventional OS when starting up a container (Figure 2). In other words, containers that
contain only applications, middleware, and libraries are much lighter than virtual machines
that contain the entire OS. Containers consume less processors and memory and use less
storage, so they start up faster than virtual machines, and many containers can be run
simultaneously on the same machine. In addition, container management software absorbs
differences among hardware and operating systems, so containers that have already been
tested are guaranteed to work even if the hardware is changed. For this reason, we conduct
this research with containers. Furthermore, in edge computing environment, in which
data is processed at nearby edge servers is becoming more prevalent, thus the demand for
lightweight containers is increasing.
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App
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App
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library
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VM
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Middleware
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Container
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Container
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Figure 2. Structure of virtual machine and container.

2.2. Migration of Virtual Machine

This section introduces virtual machine migration and its policy control on cloud
platforms. Virtual machine migration refers to the physical transfer of a virtual machine
to another host machine. There are two types of migration: “live migration” and “cold
migration (offline migration)”. The virtual machine can be migrated in live migration while
the process runs without stopping. This allows the OS running on the virtual machine,
the application, and the data contained in the virtual machine to be migrated while still
running. The memory image of the virtual machine running on the host machine is
completely migrated to a virtual machine on another host machine. At the destination
host machine, operations continue without stopping or disconnecting running applications.
Although there is strictly a millisecond pause at the time of the switchover, the network
session is never disconnected and the users of the applications running on the virtual
machines are unaware that the switchover has occurred.

Research is being conducted to control this migration by applying various conditions
and policies [6–11]. Role-based control is a method used to establish secure migration.
Assuming a cloud environment wherein the current host machine, destination host machine,
hypervisor, hardware, and communication channel are secure, add user controls to enable
secure migration. In this approach, users who are authorized to perform migrations are
defined by each virtual machine’s policy. When a user instructs a virtual machine to
perform a migration, the policy is used to check whether the user is authorized. This
prevents information leakage due to migration by unauthorized users. However, this
method does not prevent the risk of authorized users performing the migration in violation
of data use consent conditions or privacy laws and regulations.

Whereas, the hardware requirement-based migration is a method used to perform
virtual machine migration based on hardware requirements [12–17]. The destination host
machine is determined according to the policy definition conditions of the hardware ele-
ment. The host machine provider configures the virtual machines to use physical hardware
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resources efficiently. However, the virtual machine must be migrated to another host
machine if an overload is detected.

Likewise, in network configuration-based migration, the migration destination is deter-
mined in network configuration-based migration based on bandwidth, backbone network
paths, and paths between related virtual machines [18–21]. Many applications provide ser-
vices over the network. The backbone network of the host machine is a critical element for the
virtual machine. Therefore, during migration, the host machine to be migrated is determined
by the state of the backbone network.

There have been many studies on virtual machine migration control. However, since
container technology has only been in the spotlight in recent years, research on container
migration control still needs to be conducted.

2.3. Migration of Container

Containers are often used at the edge server, which is much less potent than in the
cloud. Therefore, it is necessary to deploy containers to the most suitable edge server
according to its purpose. Container migration is therefore attracting attention [22–24].
Container migration allows containers to be migrated to another edge server by freezing
the current processing and then restarting at the destination server, thereby preserving
the environment. Container migration at the edge server refers to the physical migration
of containers to another edge server, just like the migration of virtual machines. As with
virtual machines, there are two types of migration: “live migration” and “cold migration
(offline migration)”.

Typical container platforms offering migration, as of March 2022, are Docker [25],
LXC [26], OpenVZ [27], and OpenShift [28]. Linux Container (LXC) is a system container
that replaces KVM and Xen.

2.4. Data Protection for Container

This section presents research on data protection for containers.
Sultan et al. [29] provided a survey of literatures on container security and solutions.

They also derived four general use cases that cover security requirements in the host and
container threat landscape. The use cases are protection for applications in containers,
protection between containers, host protection from containers, and container protection
from malicious or semi-legitimate hosts. These analyses identify open research questions
and future research directions that could generate further work in this area.

Tao et al. [30] have designed, implemented, and extensively tested an architecture
that allows LVM (live) migration to be controlled using policy. Migration is intended for
maintenance, load balancing, or as a security mechanism called Moving Target Defence. The
migration mechanism is easily configured via a configuration file and they proposed new
policy-based architecture. They evaluate and analyze the system’s performance in several
scenarios on a local Mininet-based testbed. It is similar to ours in terms of policy-based
migration but differs in that they only used it to distinguish the purpose of migration.

Huang et al. [31] noted that security is compromised due to immature auditing pro-
cedures of Docker images. To protect the security of host computers and local Docker
containers from malicious Docker container attacks, it is necessary to detect potential
threats of Docker images and discover risks when running Docker container instances on
host computers. They provide a detailed analysis of the existing security mechanisms of
Docker and the main threats that Docker users must face. As a result, they present threat
detection techniques for Docker images and container instances and prove the effectiveness
of the proposed detection framework through experimental results. The results are very
similar to ours in terms of container security. The difference is that we aim to prevent
further security risks due to migration in environments that use protected images through
these mechanisms.

The above-mentioned studies proposed solutions for the quality of service and schedul-
ing of containers in edge computing. In other words, these algorithms can automatically
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control many containers, making it difficult for humans to determine whether a container
can be placed or moved to a particular location. However, our proposed method can
be used as a solution to this problem, that is allowing an automated decision whether a
container can be migrated.

3. Data-Audit Control Mechanism
3.1. Data-Audit Control Mechanism for Virtual Machines

We have proposed and implemented a data-audit mechanism to migrate virtual
machines in the cloud [32,33]. Virtual machine migration in the cloud is the physical
transfer of virtual machines to another host machine. Virtual machine migration has
become an indispensable technology for cloud computing, it is simplified and can be
easily performed by those with the cloud’s privileges. The problem of virtual machine
migration is that the migration process is simplified and can be easily executed if the cloud’s
permissions are met. That is, unintentional migration of virtual machines to the wrong
destination or the malicious migration of virtual machines can be carried out. This can lead
to violations of company rules and national laws. This is a serious problem and a control
mechanism is needed to determine whether migration is allowed, taking into account the
authority of the cloud, the physical availability of the virtual machine, and also the data
that the virtual machine contains.

To solve the problem of the inappropriate migration of data contained in virtual
machines, we proposed a data-audit control mechanism based on policies (Figure 3). The
virtual machine administrator writes a list of identifiers of countries and organizations that
can be migrated based on the regulations attached to the data in the virtual machine in the
REGULATION. <CountryCode> in the REGULATION indicates the countries where data
movement is permitted based on regulations. <OrganizationCode> in the REGULATION
indicates the organization that instantiates and uses the virtual machine. The host machine
administrator describes the country location of the host machine in COUNTRY and the
organization that manages the host machine in ORGANIZATION. When the migration
is executed, the REGULATION of the virtual machine to be migrated is compared with
the COUNTRY and ORGANIZATION of the host machine to be migrated. First, it checks
whether <CountryCode> in the REGULATION contains the COUNTRY of the destination
host machine. Similarly, it checks whether <OrganizationCode> in the REGULATION
contains the ORGANIZATION of the destination host machine. If both checks pass, this
signifies that the data acquired by the virtual machine can be migrated to the destination
host machine and migration is executed. Migration execution uses an existing migration
process. These mechanisms avoid unintentional data breaches caused by data migration
under the terms and conditions granted by the various owners of the data, national laws
and regulations, and organizational policies.

We implemented and evaluated these mechanisms in a cloud environment. We
verified whether migrating virtual machines have complied with the policies and confirmed
that the decision was made accurately. We also measured the execution time of live
migration using our proposed mechanisms and showed no overhead cost. In this paper,
we extend our proposed mechanism from virtual machines in the cloud to containers in
edge computing environment.

3.2. Data-Audit Control Mechanism for Containers

The improper movement of data is a serious concern in containers and virtual ma-
chines migration. Therefore, we propose a policy-based data-audit control mechanism for
container migration by extending our data-audit control mechanism for virtual machines.
Unlike host machines, the edge server does not have abundant resources, requiring hard-
ware requirements/attributes. Therefore, our proposed mechanism adds the regulation
requirements/attributes and the hardware requirements/attributes to the data-auditing
policies. The regulation requirements/attributes checks whether the data can be migrated
in a software manner and the hardware requirements/attributes check whether the data
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can be migrated in hardware. At the container, the container owner writes the container
requirements based on the container’s application and data conventions. At the edge
server, the edge server owner describes the edge server attributes (Figure 4). When a
container is to be migrated, the container requirements are compared with the attributes of
the destination edge server to determine whether the migration is feasible. The migration
shall be performed if the destination edge server satisfies the requirements at the container
(Figure 5).

Cloud Provider X

Region A Region B Region F

VM

VM
<Regulation>
CountryCode1, …, CountryCoden. OrganizationCode1, …, OrganizationCoden

<Country>
CountryCode
<Organization>
OrganizationCode1,OraganizationCode2, …, OrganizationCoden

Compare

Cloud Provider Y

Internet

Figure 3. The proposed virtual machine migration control mechanism using policies.

In addition to specifying which edge server, there are two other methods: one is to
specify the region where the edge server belongs and automatically select an edge server
that satisfies the requirements. The other is to specify neither an edge nor a region but to
automatically select an edge that satisfies the requirements. When migration is performed
by specifying a region, the edge servers within the selected region are selected randomly to
determine whether migration is possible. If the condition is not met, this means another
edge server in the same region is using the same process. The process is repeated until the
condition is satisfied or there are no more edge servers in the region. If neither an edge
server nor a region is specified, the process is repeated until the condition is satisfied or
there are no more edge servers in the region.

3.2.1. Data-Auditing Policy for Container Requirements

The container owner describes the container requirements in the data-auditing policy
that determine whether the container can be migrated (Table 1). In regulation requirements:
the cDAl describes the countries in which the container can be placed. The cDAo describes
the platforms allowed to deploy the container based on the conventions of the organization
that manages the container. In hardware requirements, the cHRh describes the manufac-
turer name of the allowed edge servers. The cDAo describes the platform allowed to deploy
the container based on the conventions of the organization that manages the container. The
cHRh is a list of allowed edge servers. The cHRt describes the tools used by the container.
The cHRcu describes the CPU utilization threshold of the edge server to be migrated. The
cHRmu describes the memory utilization threshold of the edge server to be migrated. The
cHRc describes the memory utilization threshold of the edge server to be migrated and it
also describes the minimum CPU frequency threshold for the destination edge server. The
cHRm describes the minimum memory capacity threshold for the destination edge server.
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The cHRgpu describes whether the destination edge server must support AI processing.
The cHRaf describes the AI framework required at the destination edge server.

Edge Server

<Regulation Requirements>
cDAl, cDAo
<Hardware Requirements>
cHRh, cHRt, cHRcu, cHRmu, cHRc, 
cHRm, cHRgpu, cHRac, cHRaf

< Regulation Attributes >
eDAl, eDAo
<Hardware Attributes>
eHRh, eHRt, eHRc, eHRm, 
eHRgpu, eHRac, eHRaf

------
------
------
--

Container Requirements

Edge Server Attributes
Container

------
------
------
--

Figure 4. Data-auditing policy of container and edge server.

Container
Owner

Edge Device
Owner

Container Requirements

Describe(s) Describe(s)

Edge Device Attributes
(Destination edge device’s)(Migrating Container’s)

COMPARE

Permit or Deny

Figure 5. The process of container migration with data-audit control mechanism.

Table 1. Container requirements in the data-auditing policy.

Element Description

cDAl Countries or regions that are allowed.
cDAo Administrative organizations that are allowed.

cHRh Name of edge computing device manufacturers that are allowed.
cHRt Virtualization tools to be used.
cHRcu CPU utilization at the destination edge computing device (%).
cHRmu Memory utilization at the destination edge computing device (%).
cHRc Min CPU frequency at the destination edge computing device (GHz).
cHRm Min memory capacity at the destination edge computing device (GB).
cHRgpu AI support availability the destination edge computing device.
cHRac AI accessories required the destination edge computing device.
cHRaf AI framework required the destination edge computing.
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3.2.2. Data-Auditing Policy for Edge Server Attributes

An edge server owner describes the edge server attributes in the data-auditing policy,
which is necessary to determine whether to migrate into the edge server (Table 2). eDAl
describes the country where the container is located. eDAo describes the organization that
manages the container. eHRh describes the manufacturer name of the edge server. eHRt
describes the policy of the edge server. eDAl describes the country where the container
is located. eDAo describes the organization that manages the container. eHRh describes
the manufacturer of the edge server. eHRt describes the tools available. eHRc describes
the CPU frequency of the edge server. eHRm describes the memory capacity of the edge
server. eHRc describes the edge server’s CPU frequency. eHRm describes the edge server’s
memory capacity threshold. eHRgpu describes whether AI processing is supported. eHRac
describes the available AI accessories. eHRaf describes the available AI framework. eHRt
describes the available tools.

Table 2. Edge server attributes in the data-auditing policy.

Element Description

eDAl Country of placement.
eDAo Managing organization.

eHRh Edge computing device manufacturer name.
eHRt Available virtualization tools.
eHRc CPU frequency (GHz).
eHRm Memory capacity (GB).
eHRgpu AI support.
eHRac Available AI accessors.
eHRaf Available AI frameworks.

3.2.3. Comparison of Policies

For example, if the container described in Table 3 attempts to migrate to the edge
server with attributes in Table 4, the migration is not allowed and will not be executed.

Table 3. Container requirements.

cDAl cDAo cHRh cHRt cHRcu cHRmu cHRc cHRm cHRgpu cHRac cHRaf

jp camA devA lxc 40 40 2.2 2 - - -

Table 4. Edge server attributes (CPU usage = 10%, Memory usage = 20%).

eDAl eDAo eHRh eHRt eHRc eHRm eHRgpu eHRac eHRaf

us camA devA lxc 2.6 8 - - -

The cDAl of the container requirements does not satisfy the condition because it is
not equal to the eDAl of the edge server attributes. The container requirements’ cDAo
satisfies the eDAo of the edge server attributes. The container requirements’ cHRh satisfies
the conditions because it equals the eHRh of the edge server attributes. The cHRt of the
container requirements equals the eHRt of the edge server attributes, thus satisfying the
condition. The container requirements’ cHRcu is greater than or equal to 10, the value of the
edge server attributes’ CPU usage, so the condition is satisfied. The container requirements’
cHRmu is greater than or equal to 20, which is the edge server’s memory usage, so the
condition is satisfied. The cHRc of the container requirements is greater than or equal to
the eHRc of the edge server attributes, thus satisfying the condition. The cHRm of the
container requirements is greater than or equal to the eHRm of the edge server attributes,
thus satisfying the condition. cHRgpu, cHRac, and cHRaf of the container requirements
are not considered because they do not fulfill the condition. Therefore, the migration is not
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allowed and the container migration is not performed because the items that do not satisfy
the condition are more than 1.

3.3. System Design of the Data-Audit Control Mechanism

This section described the design of the system that implements the policy-based
data-audit control mechanism. By adding a new data-audit cloud unit to the existing edge
computing environment of edge servers and containers, the data-audit control mechanism
can be utilized during container migration, shown in Figure 6. The data-audit cloud unit
includes an Edge/Container Management Server, a Data-Audit Execution Server, and a UI
Server. The Edge/Container Management Server runs the Monitor Module for monitoring
the edge servers and containers and the Control Module for operating the edge servers
and containers. The Data-Audit Execution Server runs the core mechanism for the data
audit and other processes, such as the approval or disapproval of migration, are performed
by this server. The Data-Audit Execution Server contains a database that stores the edge
server Policy and Container Policy used for the data audit. The UI Server allows the edge
server and container owners to use the data-audit system visually. The Execution Server
communicates with the Data-Audit Server via the REST API.

Containers

Edge Servers

Edge/Container 
Management Server

Data-Audit 
Execution Server

REST API

UI Server

Edge Server
Policy DB

Container
Policy DB

Container 
Owner

Edge Device
Owner

Edge Device
Owner

Container 
Owner

Data-Audit
Mechanism

HTTP
Server

Session DBREST API

REST API

Data-Audit Cloud

Control
Module

Monitor
Module

Figure 6. Design a system that implements a policy-based data-audit control mechanism.

3.4. Data-Audit Control Flow

Figure 7 shows the flow of registering information on existing edge servers and
containers to the data-audit control system using the UI Server. The edge server owners
register their edge servers with the UI Server. The registered information is stored as
a policy in the edge server Policy database in the Data-Audit Execution Server. The
container owners register their containers and policies with the UI Server. The registered
information is stored in the Container Policy database in the Data-Audit Execution Server
and the Edge/Container Management Server monitors the registered edge servers and
containers every 10 min, as shown in Figure 8. For the edge servers, it obtains the CPU
and memory utilization and survival checks. For containers, only survival checks are
performed. The flow of the data audit during migration is shown in Figure 9. The container
owner sends a migration request along with the target edge server to the UI Server, which
sends a request to the Data-Audit Execution Server for the target edge server and the
migration. The Execution Server requests information about the target edge server from
the Edge/Container Management Server and receives CPU and memory utilization. The
data-audit mechanism uses these values. If the data-audit results do not permit migration,
a failure notice is returned to the container owner. If the migration is allowed, the migration
is executed via the Edge/Container Management Server. A success notice is returned to
the container owner.
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Owner

Edge/Container
MGM Server
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Figure 7. Registration process for container and edge.
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Figure 8. Monitoring process for registered container and edge.
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Result
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(Target Edge Device)

Figure 9. Migration with data-audit process.

4. Implementation of the Data-Audit Control System
4.1. Implementation of WebUI

There are two ways to use the data-audit control system: by directly using the Data-
Audit Execution Server via the REST API or by accessing the UI Server via a Web browser.
This section introduces a method for data-audit migration using the UI Server, which has
two attributes: edge server owner and container owner.

Using a data-audit control system, the edge server owners can register the edge servers
they manage and include them in container migrations. First, the user registers as the
owner of the edge server. After that, the user logs in from the login page (Figure 10) and
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moves to the top page of the edge server owner (Figure 11). A list of registered edge
servers on the top page can be viewed on the top page. The registered edge servers can
be confirmed by checking the registered name, IP address, several active containers, and
health status. Clicking on the icon of an edge server that someone wishes to view from
the list of edge servers allows one to check the details of the edge server (Figure 12). A
new edge server can be registered from the top page. The registration screen is shown in
Figure 13.

Container owners can register their own containers to check its status in real-time and
perform migration between the edge servers in which they were registered and permitted
to manage. First, a user registers as a container owner. After that, the user logs in from
the login page and moves to the top page of the container owner. On the top page, a
list of permitted and registered edge servers and containers managed by the container
owner can be viewed (Figure 14). The edge server registration from a share key is shown in
Figure 15 and the container registration in Figure 16. Migration execution can be performed
by clicking the buttons. The authentication details of each can be viewed by clicking on the
edge server and container icons (Figure 17). To execute the migration, select the container
and the edge server to be migrated and start the migration process. During the migration
process, a data audit is performed and the migration is executed if the conditions are met.
After the migration is executed, the information in the list of containers in the migration
destination is updated.

Figure 10. Login page.

Figure 11. Top page for edge owner.
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Figure 12. Edge servers registration window.

Figure 13. Detail window of own edge server.

Figure 14. Top page of container owner.
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Figure 15. New edge server registration window from share key.

Figure 16. New container registration window.

Figure 17. Detail window of authenticated edge server.

4.2. Verification Environment

We implemented an edge computing environment consisting of multiple edge servers
divided into multiple regions. All edge servers are assumed to be running LXC and running
container-generated applications. The CRIUs are deployed at all edge servers so containers
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can be migrated between the edge servers. Furthermore, the components to realize the
proposed data-auditing policy are installed to all the edge servers. The implementation
environment is shown in Figure 18.

The implemented edge computing environment consists of eight edge servers and
four regions. Edge 1 is running a container. These edge servers are virtual machines on an
ESXi-6.5.0 high-performance server. The server consists of 20 CPUs, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2660 v3 @ 2.60 GHz, 128 GB memory, and 3.45 TB HDD storage. All the edge servers
are configured with 2 vCPUs, 8 GB memory, 80 GB storage, and Ubuntu 22.04 LTS OS. LXC
and CRIU were installed and ready to run the containers.

The container requirements of the App1. container running on Edge 1 are shown in
Table 5. The edge server attributes are shown in Table 6.

Edge 1 Edge 2 Edge 3 Edge 4 Edge 5 Edge 6 Edge 7 Edge 8

App1

Region A Region B Region C Region D

[Data-Audit Cloud & Edge server]
vCPU: 2
Memory: 8GB
Storage: 80GB
OS: Ubuntu 22.04 LTS

1000Mbps Data-Audit Cloud

Figure 18. Implementation environment.

Table 5. App1’s container requirements. (* indicates that everything is permitted.)

cDAl cDAo cHRh cHRt cHRcu cHRmu cHRc cHRm cHRgpu cHRac cHRaf

jp,us,fr -caB * lcx 60 50 1.6 4 * * *

Table 6. Edge server attributes (CPU usage = 40%, Memory usage =30%).

eDAl eDAo eHRh eHRt eHRc eHRm eHRgpu eHRac eHRaf

Edge1 jp caA deA lxc 2.6 8 - - -
Edge2 de caA deB lxc 2.6 8 - - -
Edge3 fr caA deC lxc 2.6 8 - - -
Edge4 us caB deD lxc 2.6 8 - - -
Edge5 us caC deE lxc 2.6 8 - - -
Edge6 kr caD deF lxc 2.6 8 - - -
Edge7 jp caE deG lxc 2.6 8 - - -
Edge8 jp caE deH lxc 2.6 8 - - -

5. Verification

This section examines three cases in an experiment environment that implements a
data-audit control system. Case 1 is where the migration is performed by specifying the
edge server to be migrated. In Case 2, the migration is performed by specifying the region
to which the edge server belongs. In Case 3, we examine the case where neither the edge
server nor the region is specified.

5.1. Case 1: Specify Edge Server

This section examines the execution time and its breakdown when migration is per-
formed by specifying edge servers. The execution times for migrating containers running
on from Edge 1 to Edge 2–8 are shown in Figure 19. In all cases, the average execution time
of 10 runs of each migration is used. Edge 2, 4, and 6 do not satisfy the condition, so the
migration is not executed. The migration is performed to the other edge servers because
they satisfy the conditions. To Edge 3, the time required for the data audit was 0.148 ms,
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while the migration required 14.453 ms. The time required for the data audit was 0.9% of
the total time and the impact on migration was considered very small.

Edge2 Edge3 Edge4 Edge5 Edge6 Edge7 Edge8
Migration (ms) 0 16.453 0 16.686 0 14.897 16.365

Data-Audit (ms) 0.137 0.148 0.159 0.178 0.188 0.204 0.212

0.137

0.148

0.159

0.178

0.188

0.204 0.212

16.453 16.686 14.897 16.365

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

14.0

16.0

18.0

Figure 19. Execution time breakdown when migrating to from Edge 1 to Edge 2–8.

5.2. Case 2: Specify Region

This section examines the execution time and its breakdown when the migration was
executed by specifying a region. Table 7 shows the execution times for migrating containers
running on from Edge 1 to Region B, C, and D, respectively. In Region B, the migration was
performed to Edge 3. In Region C, the migration was performed to Edge 5. In Region D, the
migration was performed to Edge 7 or Edge 8. The average execution time was 16.175 ms.
In Region B, the data audit required 0.062 ms, while the migration required 16.003 ms. The
time required for the data audit was 0.39% of the total time and the impact of the data audit
on the migration was considered very small.

Table 7. Execution time breakdown when migrating containers running on from Edge 1 to Region B–D.

to Region B to Region C to Region D

1st Edge2 -> Deny Edge4 -> Deny Edge8 -> Permit
2nd Edge3 -> Permit Edge5 -> Permit

Data audit (ms) 0.062 0.075 0.042
Migration (ms) 15.941 15.74 16.664

Total (ms) 16.003 15.815 16.706

5.3. Case 3: Specify Nothing

This section examines the execution time and its breakdown when migration is per-
formed without specifying either the edge server or the region. Table 8 shows the execution
time and destination edge servers for five migrations. Edges 2, 4, and 6 did not satisfy the
conditions, so the data-audit system did not execute the migration. The migrations were
performed to the other edge servers because they satisfied the conditions. The average
execution time was 15.193 ms. The minimum time required for the data audit was 0.026ms
and the maximum was 0.064 ms. The time required for the data audit was between 0.18%
and 0.46% of the total time and the impact on migration was considered very small.
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Table 8. The execution time and destination edges for five migrations from Edge 1.

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

1st Edge5 -> Permit Edge6 -> Deny Edge2 -> Deny Edge7 -> Permit Edge4 -> Deny
2nd Edge5 -> Permit Edge7 -> Permit Edge5 -> Permit

Data-audit (ms) 0.033 0.064 0.054 0.026 0.064
Migration (ms) 13.895 16.649 16.742 14.507 13.9

Total (ms) 13.960 16.713 16.796 14.533 13.964

6. Conclusions

In recent years, we have focused our work on containers and their migration, whose
demand is rapidly growing. We foresaw that the same data-audit problems we face with
virtual machine migration will also occur in containers. Therefore, we proposed a data-
audit control mechanism for container migration, extending the control mechanism we
have already proposed for virtual machine migration. The proposed data-audit control
system checks whether data can be migrated in compliance with the regulations and
whether data can be migrated in compliance with the hardware requirements. When a
container is to be migrated, it is compared with the data-auditing policy of the edge server
attributes where the migration is scheduled to occur to determine whether the migration
is allowed or not, thereby avoiding data compromise caused by the migration. We have
built and verified a data-audit system that implements the proposed mechanism in an
edge computing environment. We found that, in three cases, the addition of the proposed
data-audit system had a minimal impact on the migration time, indicating that the system
is practical enough. The WebUI was introduced in this implementation to simplify the
description of the attributes and policies. However, since the possibility of erroneous entries
cannot be eliminated, we are planning to implement a mechanism to support such entries.

In the future, we intend to conduct verification not in a very compact and short-range
environment, as in the current environment, but in a network that mimics an existing
wide-area network or on an existing wide-area network. Moreover, we aim to ensure the
solution is compatible with current container orchestration/management services by open
sourcing the solution and ensuring it is available as an API.
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